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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(ANGELA)Good afternoon. Welcome to the PlanIt Webinar Series. My name is Angela Torres and I will be facilitating the webinar today. This webinar is part of the 2016 “Basics” webinar series, which we have been doing for a good six months now. PlanIt is the Council’s effort to provide educational opportunities for the 2040 comp planning process. We continuously post new resources and events on a variety of planning topics. I’ll talk a bit more about upcoming events at the end of the webinar today.If at any time during this presentation, you have any questions during the webinar, please post them by using the webinar control panel. We’ll save all of those questions for the end for a Q&A session, and we will get to as many of your questions as possible. Today’s session is, “ECONOMIC DATA: WHAT’S OUT THERE AND HOW it can ENHANCE THE COMP PLAN?” This session will discuss an accurate base of information as an essential component of a well-rounded local planning process. It can be helpful in grounding future objectives and policies. Data on the region’s economy is available at a variety of geographic scales from a number of sources, and can help to better quantify local and regional strengths and opportunities related to workforce, wages, innovation, employment, and access to jobs. Participants will be introduced to available datasets with emphasis on city-level or neighborhood-level data.Let me briefly introduce you to the presenter for today’s webinar. Todd Graham is a principal forecaster and economist at the Metropolitan Council where he provides project leadership in land use economics, demography, and economic analysis. His work has included the preparation of forecasts adopted with the Thrive MSP 2040 regional plan. Todd is a board member of the national Census State Data Centers Network and co-chair of Twin Cities Research Group. Before coming to the Council in 2004, Todd was regional analysis manager at the Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic Development.  Todd, I’ll turn it over to you to begin the presentation today.(TODD)Thank you, Angela. Good afternoon everyone. If you have trouble hearing me, just note it into the dialogue box through the webinar system.



Regional and local economics 
as a planning concern
• Metropolitan Council’s Thrive plan discusses 

economic competitiveness as key to prosperity

Economic development 
strategies, decisions, 
investments
Financial and human 
resources, technologies, 
and place readiness
Regional & local 
government role: 
Infrastructure, land, places 
that enable connections of 
resources

Economic competitiveness 
in global, national markets
Resulting in business 
attraction and retention, 
production and exports

These dynamics allow 
prosperity
Great quality of place and 
infrastructure stewardship 
are foundations – and 
results!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)Economic data resources may be new to some participants on this call.  We’re raising up this up as a topic – where to find the data, and how to make best use of it – because it informs understanding of local economies. And we’re encouraging communities to deliberately discuss the regional and local economies in preparing the comprehensive plans (long-range plans).  A local economic strategy or plan is *not* (and has not been) a required element of a comprehensive plan – but discussing the economic dimension is a highly encouraged element. You know and we know also that facilitating local economic competitiveness and economic growth is a serious challenge that goes well beyond just planners and development professionals. It goes well beyond the day-to-day operations of a planning department. But there’s now a wealth of literature and practice demonstrating how planning and local government do matter to your local and regional economic outcomes and economic competitiveness. On this diagram, we’ve tried to pull together how some of this flows.  If local businesses and industry clusters can mobilize resources and secure the investment of those resources – and here I am talking about financial and human resources, necessary knowledge and technologies -- and also if communities are places where these connections of resources can be made – then economic competitiveness does in in fact happen and we se the results in terms of businesses wanting to be there – business attraction, retention, good production levels, exports to other parts of the region and the world. This point about places where connections or resources can be made, this is really where planners, development professionals, and city leaders come in. Our greatest contribution to local and regional economic competitiveness is supporting the place dimension -- land, infrastructure, and facilitating communities that enable connections of resources.That’s a long introduction to why local economies and economic data matter. Our team here at Met Council will organize another webinar, in the coming year, that addresses local economic development strategy.



Today’s webinar
• A broad scan of economic data at a 

meaningful scale
• What’s available at neighborhood or city level?
• Where to find the data?
• What questions does it answer?

• Learning objective: Using the data to 
inform planning in your community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)But for this webinar today, we’re mainly going to talk about the economic data – where to find the data, and what it tells about your economy – because understanding and describing the local economy is a first step, to what you might want to do to as a local government and as a community to bolster economic competitiveness.  There are a lot of economic data swirling around, much of it produced by federal agencies – much of it discussing summary conditions for the national economy, or for states or metropolitan statistical areas. These data resources have their role, they answer certain questions. We can tell you the gross metro product  -- summarizing the total economic activity of all industries in the Twin Cities metro – was $250 billion last year. Now, that figure pertains to the Twin Cities metro as a whole. Again, the focus of this webinar is going to be getting down to the more local scale. For the next 45 minutes, I want to focus on data recourses that are locally detailed. What’s available at the neighborhood or city-level, where you find the data, and what does it tell you. For your part as participants, I want you to take notes throughout the webinar and ask yourself: where does this fit in with community planning? What could this data source tell about your city’s economic life and economic situation?



Today’s webinar
• Local employment and local industries
• Workforce in your community
• Commuting and the jobs/workers 
balance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)Organization of this discussion: I’ve organized today’s material into three topical sections.The first of these is local employment, and the mix of local industries and local businesses.At Met Council, we do advise in our Local Planning Handbook that communities prepare an analysis of the number of jobs and type of industries based in the community and the surrounding area. This is in fact, what you’ll find as guidance in the Local Planning Handbook. When I say analysis of your community local area, it doesn’t have to be complicated statistical tests—you don’t have to evaluate price elasticities and demand curves.Instead, purely descriptive facts and tables really are better for aiding communication. The task in any analysis you do for your plan is to just obtain and simply present the numbers as understandable. So, let’s delve into local employment, and local industries first. 



• Quarterly Census of Employment & Wages 
(QCEW)

• Local Origin-Destination Employment 
Statistics (LODES) from Census

• Industry clusters by county at 
ClusterMapping.us

• Listings of major businesses in your area 
• Met Council’s local employment forecasts 

Local employment and local industries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)For describing Local employment and the local mix of industries and businesses, I’m going to highlight 5 data resources.The first of these is Quarterly Census of Employment & Wages – what used to be called Covered Employment Statistics. Subsequently, I’ll then discuss 4 other data sources in turn.



Quarterly Census of Employment 
& Wages
• Data collected by Minnesota DEED 
• What’s counted? Jobs with wages/ salaries, 

counted at worksite locations
• Drill down by location or by industry sector
• 1975-2015, all counties: www.BLS.gov/cew/
• 2000-2015, Minnesota counties and cities: 

apps.deed.state.mn.us/lmi/qcew/
• 2000-2015, metro area cities: 

www.metrocouncil.org/data

Local employment and local industries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)Any employer that legally employs workers in Minnesota, reports their payroll and jobs totals to the state agency, the Department of Employment and Economic Development (DEED). Mineesota DEED compiles the data, and summary stats are published by DEED and US Bureau of Labor Statistics.  The numbers are summarized by combination of workplace location and industry category. So you can drill down on those two dimensions. The product is called the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages. This is not  a sample based survey – it’s a complete count. And so it’s very detailed. But the limitations are: how far down you can drill before you reach the Bureau Labor Statistics’ limit on what can be disclosed without identifying the numbers for a specific business. That is where they draw the line. They don’t want any of the published statistics to be identifying specific businesses. The last bullets here on this screen: Three locations where you can get the data.  Data for every state and county in the nation is at the Bureau of Labor Statistics site. They’ve been collecting this data for the past 80 years.  But on their website, the immediately downloadable files go back 40 years.At Minnesota DEED, back in the 1990s, there was a big push to make the data available with even greater geographic detail.  And so on the DEED website (here on screen is the link), they publish the local data summarized for cities and townships.Finally, our MetroCouncil.org website takes that dataset and republishes it for your convenience on our website.  In other words, there are two places you can find the same thing. You can find it at metrocouncil. Org, or apps.deed.state.mn.us

http://www.bls.gov/cew/
https://apps.deed.state.mn.us/lmi/qcew/
http://www.metrocouncil.org/data


Quarterly Census of Employment 
& Wages
• What questions does it answer

• Number of jobs sited in community 
• Geographic distribution of jobs in the larger 

area
• How employment level has grown over time
• Industry mix of the community

Local employment and local industries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)What questions does this QCEW data answer? Very quickly, it answers the number of jobs sited in a community, the geographic distribution of jobs in the larger area, how the employment level has grown or changed over time, and you can dri;; down into the industry mix of the community or the whole regions if you’d like. I’m going to show three examples of these last three points. 



Employment 
change by 
community, 
2000-2014

Local employment and local industries

www.metrocouncil.org/data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)Since the statistics are available for multiple years, we can show trends and calculate change for any points in time.  This is the calculated employment growth since 2000.  Many of the inner ring suburbs have lost employment. Many second ring suburbs and suburban edge communities, just outside the beltway or in the 494/694 beltway have actually gained employment. Minneapolis a the center of the region held steady after some losses, and upturned Minneapolis in 2014 is at about the same employment level from 2000. You can find this map featured in a short report we prepared last year.  It’s on the MetroCouncil.org/data  website. When you visit that address, look for the tab marked “analysis and reports.”  The specific report is called MetroStats: The Economic Competitiveness of the Twin Cities Region

http://www.metrocouncil.org/data


Employment change by industry 
sector, Twin Cities metro, 2000-2014

Local employment and local industries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)This is another presentation of the same data source.  Again, the data is depicting employment change since year 2000.  Instead of drilling down into location, these charts drill into the industry sector.  You can see form these charts, education & health services has gained 108,000 jobs – and if you were to drill further, it’s mostly health and medical that are experiencing the gains in the current decade. 



Employment by industry: 
Inver Grove Heights, 2015

www.metrocouncil.org/data

Local employment and local industries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)All this data can be obtained at the community level as well.  This is a chart display from our metrocouncil.org Community Profiles. Inver Grove Heights (the example here) has employers across a range of industries. There were 10,600 jobs based in the city in 2015. The largest chunks of that employment are in retail trade and wholesale trade industries.  Planners with that city could probably quickly name what specific companies are there in Inver Grove, boosting that wholesale trade share. You can get this data, as individual charts on the Met Council website, or you can also get a big data dump in an excel workbook with all the communities in the region and all years since 2000 if you want to do a data download and analyze it on your own. 

http://www.metrocouncil.org/data


Local Origin-Destination Employment 
Statistics (LODES) from Census
• Data collected by MN DEED – and combined by 

Census with demographic details  
• What’s counted? 

• Jobs counted at worksite locations
• Workers counted at home locations
• Commute flows between home and work

• Geographically detailed to Block level
• 2004-2014, nationwide data: 

lehd.ces.census.gov/data/

Local employment and local industries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)Another data resource is Local Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (LODES) from Census. I describe this as an add on to the QCEW just discussed with previous slides. We start again, with the payroll data reported by Minnesota employers to Minnesota DEED. For the past decade, state workforce agencies for almost all states have been sharing this data with Census Bureau -- so that Census can combined the payroll reports with demographic details and home location details.The LODES database has three distinct table structures. Right now, I’m going to about what’s called the Workplace Area Characteristics, which is counting jobs at their worksite location. 

http://lehd.ces.census.gov/data/


Which to use: LODES or QCEW?

• When to use LODES instead of QCEW
• When you need greater geographic detail (sub-city)
• When you want to know demographics of job-holders: 

age group, race, high or low wage level
• When you want to know where the workers live

• Limitations of the LODES data
• Census “fuzzes” exact locations to protect employer 

identities
• 2-3 year wait for Census to publish the data

Local employment and local industries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)As I said LODES and QCEW are very similar. Both products start form the same roll data from employers. So which one do you use? Well, I recommend to decide first what level of geographic data do you need. If you need data that is local at the smaller than city level, for specific zones, or specific neighborhoods, LODES is the way to go. Also when you want to drill down the demographics of the job-holders, age group or their race, or are they high or low wage level, LODES is the resource that has that—and where you want to know where the workers live, again, LODES is the resource to use. QCEW for its part, allows a greater amount of drill down into the specific industries. QCEW from DEED will allow you to drill down up to almost the point of where individual employer’s identity could be defined, but it won’t let you go that far. There are some limitations in using LODES data. The data is always a year or two older than the QCEW data. This is due to processing time particular to the Census’ production schedule. 2014 data is the most recent available. We are hearing that the 2015 data will be available this winter. The other limitation to be aware of is the geographic detail could be inexact. Census Bureau fizzes the exact locations to protect employer identities, and that fuzzing involves moving specific employer point north or south or east or west in a blink, into adjacent blocks. Not the exact employer location, but maybe close by. And it’s hard to tell where that is exactly happening. We still think the data is very usable when you’re rolling up data into higher level geographies like census tracts, zones, neighborhoods or cities.



Identifying job centers with 
LODES data

• Met Council mapped 
the employment data

• Identified regional 
and subregional job 
centers based on

• Job density
• Contiguity of 

employment
• Total employment

Local employment and local industries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)As an example on how this data can be used--What are the uses of this data about employment locations, employment levels and industries.This is an example of how we’ve used such data at Met Council. In research for our regional transportation plan, we quantified job density at the block group level. And we put together category criteria for levels of density that would constitute an employment center. We also used this criteria of total employment for groups of adjacent and contiguous areas, if we had blocks or block groups that were continuously employment bearing land uses, we grouped those together. So using three criteria: job density, total employment and that contiguity of defining an employment center, we put together a typology of employment centers for the region. 



Regional and Sub-regional Centers 
2014

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)We identified 16 metropolitan or regional employment centers in the region -- each with over 15,000 jobs. As a set these top 16 have ONE-THIRD of the region’s employment. Employment, on one hand, is in a lot of places but it also concentrated in places you find it.In addition to the 16 metropolitan or regional employment centers, we identified another 28 sub-regional centers.  That’s another 18% of the region’s employment. It would be possible to continue with this idea of classification. You can identify local or even neighborhood employment concentrations. There are going to be spots in your community that deserve that attention – and LODES is the data source that can help you identify those.So, this on screen is a map that we produced with our in-house GIS system. 



www.robertmanduca.com/projects/jobs.html

Local employment and local industries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)But if you don’t have in in-house GIS system, here’s an alternative. This is a data visualization website: robertmanduca.comRobert has taken the same data (public data) and he has mapped it in maximum detail for the entire nation. In this case, you can zoom into the Minneapolis-St. Paul area and see at a very fine level of detail where the LODES data places the employment. 

http://www.robertmanduca.com/projects/jobs.html


About industries: NAICS

• Data concerning industries use North American 
Industry Classification System (NAICS)

• Firms or worksites self-identify their main line of 
business – that’s their industry

• Industry can be a highly specific line of business 
(example: paper products) or may be more 
summarized (manufacturing)

• Industry membership is correlated with land use 
needs, but not perfectly – industries are complex, 
and real estate needs vary

Local employment and local industries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)I’ve been talking about local employment locations and local industries in the first part of this webinar as a footnote to that discussion. Almost all government statistics offices are categorizing industries using the North American industry Classification System (NAICS). This is a hierarchical system that categorizes base don how employers or business have self-identified or reported their main line of business--that is, the service or goods they’re producing. Industry could be a highly specific line of business. For example, paper products, or it might be more summarized like manufacturing. There are some good and bad aspects to NAICS coding. One thing that pops up, is that there are businesses that have multiple lines of businesses, they’re involved in more than one specialty. It does become a challenge to define that using the published employment statistics. To give an example, we have in our metro area, one of the larger companies that you’re familiar with: 3M corporation. 3M produces a thousand different products and is in dozens of lines of businesses. But, when they report their employment and company totals to statistical agencies, they usually categorize themselves—going back to where they started—they categorize themselves as a paper product manufacturer. That ends up being how they’re categorized in a lot of the tables that you’ll pull up. Last thing I’ll say about industry, is that industry membership—whether you’re categorized as manufacturing, professional service, instruction, business services, or retail trade—that industry identification is correlated with land use needs, but it’s not perfectly correlated because industries are complex and real estate needs vary. As I said a minute ago, there are companies that have multiple activities going on under their corporate umbrella. In our region, we have the corporate headquarters for Target corporation, and in downtown Minneapolis, they’re categorized as a corporate headquarters (that’s their industry classification). In other parts of the region we have Target stores that categorize as retail stores, and finally, in this regions there is some distribution in warehousing that Target owns and that’s categorized as yet a third industry category. So, industry memberhship is soemtiems complex if a company has multiple locations and worksites, they do have the opportunity to have multiple industry classifications. 



Industry clusters by county at 
ClusterMapping.us
• Data can be found here:  

ClusterMapping.us/region/county/anoka_county_mn/
• Detailed NAICS industries combined into 

groupings of related industries
• Shared workflows, supply chains
• Use of same or similar technologies, skills, resources

• Comparisons across counties or industry 
clusters: the county’s share of national 
employment, national ranking, growth 

Local employment and local industries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)So I’ve been talking about industries, the NAICS has a particular library-like logic to it. There are researchers with economic development specialty who have argued that we can reorganize the industries, recombine them into different categories based on their economic integration, shared work flows and supply chains, or common use of the same or similar technologies, workforces skills, or resources. The researchers who work in the economic development specialty, they make the distinction between traded industries on the one hand, and on the other hand, locally serving industries. Following that idea, another resource I’m going to point to you is clustermapping.us, which is Porter’s research center at Harvard University. This website doesn't have city-level data, but it does have county-level data that is worth looking at to get an assessment of what’s going on with the economy of the larger area that you’re situated in. On this website, clustermapping.us, you’ll find a number of indicators that allow comparisons across counties or across industry clusters and highlight leading industry clusters, and that quantity of the county’s share in national employment, the county’s national ranking, and level of growth. 



Largest industry clusters, Anoka County, 
2014

In Anoka County, “Distribution and 
Electronic Commerce” has doubled its 
employment since 2000, and become the 
largest industry cluster in the county

Local employment and local industries

ClusterMapping.us/region/county/
anoka_county_mn/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)This is one of the data displays that you’ll find at clustermapping.us. I’m calling out here, Anoka County. Anoka County has transformed its economy somewhat in the past 15 years. One of the largest and fastest growing industries in Anoka County has been the distribution and electronic commerce industry cluster. That particular group of specialized industries has doubled its employment since 2000, and it has become the largest traded industry cluster in the county. What’s being displayed on screen her is just the industry clusters that are traded clusters. You would have a different data display if you were looking at the locally serving industries like healthcare services, education services, or retail. This data again, can be found at clustermapping.us. This particular web address on screen will take you to the Anoka County profile, but you can also swap into that address the name of whatever county you’re interested in, in the nation. This website does cover every county in the nation. 



clustermapping.us/region/county/anoka_county_mn/ 

Dark green: 
Top 10% industry
concentration among 
US counties

Light green: 
Top 25% industry
concentration

Local employment and local industries

Porter model of industry cluster linkages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)One more slide about industry clusters, this is actually the Michael Porter site, the clustermapping.us website that I enjoy the most. �Porter has been studying and writing for 2 decades about what industries are related to other industries, in terms of supply chains and also in terms of common industry needs. This is a diagram of the industry relationships Porter has documented.  On the website, when you go to this data viz for identifying which of those clusters are present in your county. Those show up as darker or lighter green.  The Porter theory is: local and regional economic advantage come from having multiple industry clusters that feed off of one another. If you want to explore what industries might fit well in your community or the county, you can use this as a resource to consider where new industries may be brought in. 



Local employment and local mix 
of industries
• Listings of major businesses in your area 

• May be useful for further research
• Dun & Bradstreet and InfoUSA are private data 

vendors that sell business listings databases
• For occasional or one-time use, try the Business 

Finder tool at CareerOneStop.org: 
www.careeronestop.org/toolkit/jobs/find-businesses.aspx

Local employment and local industries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)So I’ve talked about industry cluster and industry statistics. All those industries are comprised of actual, local businesses.It could be useful to you to have a reference for identifying those individual businesses.This is especially useful if you want to get into field research asking businesses – through interviews or surveys or focus groups – asking businesses about their challenges and needs, their interaction with city services, and what they need in a location and a place. The main data resources providing listings of major businesses are some private data vendors.=, Dun & Bradstreet and InfoUSA being the largest two. They do sell their data for an occasional or one-time use. Provided on screen here, a link to www.careeronestop.org. There is a tool on there called the Business Finder Tool that will allow you to query the InfoUSA database, which has been listened by the US Department of Labor to be placed on this site. So it’s the same data you would get by purchasing the InfoUSA product. 

http://www.careeronestop.org/toolkit/jobs/find-businesses.aspx


Met Council’s local employment 
forecasts
• Planning for 2040, where will employment grow?
• Met Council’s method: Forecasting where growth 

will most likely occur, considering starting point 
situation, geography and accessibility to 
destinations, land supply, and other local 
conditions

• The forecast results are useful for regional 
context

Local employment and local industries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)Finally, Planning for the future, where will employment grow?At Met Council, one of our under-the-radar accomplishments is a land use forecast model that we put into place – during the Thrive 2040 regional plan process. In 25 words or less: We are forecasting where growth will most likely occur, considering starting point situation (where you start from matters), also considering spatial relationships and accessibility to destinations (because what’s around you matters), and land supply, specifically we are accounting for local plans and what communities have told us in the last round of plans, and also all the plan amendments that you submitted in the last 10 years. We have a good understanding of how land is guided now.  Granted, using the existing local plans for all the communities in the region seems like a chicken and egg puzzle.  There would not be future employment if you were not guiding land for commercial and industrial use.  But, We’re not just assuming everything that is planned -- everything that could be built -- will actually come to fruition.  This is where the forecasting model comes in. Actual development (we think) takes place in the places that have those competitive location advantages. That’s why we implemented our model to evaluate the demand. The model evaluates demand for worksites assessing the competition between communities in the region, and which communities are going to offer the greatest local advantage in terms of the sites that are the most valued where businesses are looking to be. Having said that: This webinar concerns what economic data is available to you. I’d say that our forecast results belong in that set of resources you’re looking at .  And even if you decide your community’s forecasts need to be changed (and we can discuss that), they’re a gauge of what to expect in your neighboring communities.



Forecasted employment growth, 
2010-2040

• The region will gain 
490,000 jobs over 
30 years

• The greatest job 
growth will be in 
existing centers 
and places with 
transportation 
linkages

www.metrocouncil.org/forecasts/

 
< 2,000 jobs 
2,001− 6,000 
6,001−18,000 
18,001−36,000 
36,001−68,260 

Local employment and local industries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)So, our advice in the planning handbook is: Use the local forecasts as a reference point for evaluating how much land supply is guided for employment bearing economic uses. Evaluate, do you need to guide more land to accommodate the employment forecast.  Or perhaps you have the opposite situation – you’re in a part of the region where land is abundant but you already guided more than can reasonably be absorbed by business demand. If you’re interested in this topic, one of the newer fact sheets published with MetroCouncil.org’s Local Planning Handbook is called How to Measure Employment Intensity and Capacity. There is an illustration in the fact sheet of how to accomplish the comparison between your land supply and the forecast. This map is displaying long-term employment growth through 2040 for every community and town in the region. 

http://www.metrocouncil.org/forecasts/


Met Council’s local employment 
forecasts
• Community-level forecasts are online: 

www.metrocouncil.org/forecasts/

• Also TAZ-level forecasts for 3,030 zones: 
gisdata.mn.gov/dataset?q=TAZ+forecast

• Note: TAZ forecasts are work-in-progress and can be 
adjusted by local governments during the planning 
process

Local employment and local industries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)Those community level forecasts are approved by the Council and published on the website.  You can download it from this address: MetroCouncil.org/forecastsBeyond the community level totals. We also have prepared and are still working on TAZ level forecasts. You can find that at the state’s MNgeo website. That address is gisdata.mn.govZone forecasts are a work in progress. Cities and townships can provide edits and changes to households, population, and employment, any time between now and completion of 2018 comprehensive plans. The zones are smaller areas, sub-city areas within your community. All the zone forecasts changes that we’ve made so far, we have had some communities provide us with their edits and suggestions to the TAZ forecast. All the forecasts changes that we’ve received so far through this summer are reflected in the datasets currently on the public website. We will update that geographic layer and that dataset every few months as more edits continue to come in from city planners. 

http://www.metrocouncil.org/forecasts/
https://gisdata.mn.gov/dataset?q=TAZ+forecast


• Census’s American Community Survey 
(ACS)

• What’s counted? People counted at home locations

• Local Origin-Destination Employment 
Statistics (LODES) from Census

• What’s counted? Employed workers counted at home 
locations

Workforce in your community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)Moving ahead, the next topic that I want to cover is we’ve been talking about local employment and local industries, we're now going to cover the workforce living in your community. There are two data resources that we’re highlighting. One is US Census Bureau’s American Community Survey (ACS). The other, again, the Local Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (LODES). We’ll start with the ACS. 



• It’s a survey. A sample of a few hundred 
households per area is sufficient to make 
generalizations about the population of that 
area. 

• ACS has national extent, designed to allow 
geographic comparison anywhere in the nation

What is the American Community 
Survey?

25

Workforce in your community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)What is this? First of all, it’s a survey. The idea is that a sample of a few hundred households per area is sufficient to come up with numbers that generalize about the population of that area. ACS has a national extent. It’s designed to allow geographic comparison with any place in the country with any other place in the country. It’s a very big survey. Every year, the Census Bureau is surveying about 3 million households and summarizing that data for local areas, counties, states, metropolitan areas—you name it. 



Census collects survey responses from a 
few hundred households in every tract!

www.census.gov/censusexplorer/censusexplorer.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)This is a little illustration of just how deep and comprehensive this data is. The Census collects survey responses form a few hundred households in every census tract. On this map, every little tiny polygon you see is a census tract. We have data for all for all of those—for the entire state, and the entire country. 

http://www.census.gov/censusexplorer/censusexplorer.html


• It’s a survey. A sample of a few hundred households 
per area is sufficient to make generalizations about 
the population of that area. 

• ACS has national extent, designed to allow 
geographic comparison anywhere in the nation

• ACS includes over 100 questions, covering social, 
economic, and housing characteristics

• Its scale and scope make ACS a definitive source 
for socioeconomic data

What is the American Community 
Survey?

27

Workforce in your community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)ACS has over a hundred questions that covers demographics; social, economic, and housing characteristics. The nature of these socioeconomic questions and the scale and scope of ACS make it a very useful resource for socioeconomic data research. Knowing about the households, also housing and population in your community. 



Workforce data from American 
Community Survey
• Provides age, race, highest level of education, 

type of college degree, workforce participation, 
general occupational sector

• Data available from several websites, including 
www.metrocouncil.org/data

• Most comprehensive for multiple tables and GIS 
files: National Historical GIS  www.nhGIS.org

• Easiest to use for one-at-a-time tables 
www.censusreporter.org

Workforce in your community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)So turning to the topic of workforce data, what workforce data can we get from ACS? The ACS does ask people about age, race, their highest level of education if they’re an adult, it asks about type of college degree (if they’re a college completer), it asks about workforce participation, what industry/industry sector are people employed at, and also, their general occupational specialty. This data is available on several website you’ll find on the internet, including MetroCouncil.org. Two other website I’ll also point you to because I think they are the most comprehensive and convenient to use. The most comprehensive, I’d say, with multiple tables available for download and also has linked GIS files is Minnesota’s National Historical GIS, which is nhGIS.org. The other website I highly recommend is censusreporter.org. I recommend this if you have just a few select topics or tables that you’re wanting to look at one at a time. nhGIS.org is probably better for downloading large numbers of tables at one shot. Censusreporter.org is better for looking at one tables at a time. 

http://www.metrocouncil.org/data
http://www.nhgis.org/
http://www.censusreporter.org/


Workforce data from American 
Community Survey
• Every topic in Census ACS has a table ID 

number
• Adults by highest level of education: 

censusreporter.org/tables/C15003/
• Labor force and unemployment rates: 

censusreporter.org/tables/B23025/
• Labor force and unemployment by age group: 

censusreporter.org/tables/C23001/
• Employed workers by occupation: 

censusreporter.org/tables/C24010/

Workforce in your community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)One more thing to know about ACS, there are over a hundred questions asked, that are about 1200 something tables and cross tabulations in the published datasets. So it’s convenient if you look up beforehand what the table ID number is for the topic that you’re looking at. I’ve provided a couple of table ID numbers here, that I think are very informative about what’s going on with the local workforce. There are tables that categorize the number of workers by occupation, there are also tables that present the number of workers that are in the workforce or out of the workforce or unemployed. Finally, there are tables that present information on the highest level of education by adults in the community. 

https://censusreporter.org/tables/C15003/
https://censusreporter.org/tables/C23001/
https://censusreporter.org/tables/C23001/
https://censusreporter.org/tables/C24010/


Employed workers by occupation

Workforce in your community

censusreporter.org/tables/C24010/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)So lets look at one of those: the table of occupational categorization of workers. If you go to that last link on the previous page, at censusreporter.org, and you look up table C24010, up will pop this interface that asks where in the country do you wan to look at this data. In this interface on screen, I entered again that I wanted to look at county subdivisions in Minnesota. I could just as easily ask for counties or census tracts in Minnesota, or just county-divisions such as Hennepin County or any other place in the country. After I enter that information and I hit enter…

https://censusreporter.org/tables/C24010/


Workforce in your community

Employed workers by occupation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)…the website will take me to this display of the table that I called up. That’s actually all I needed to do to get to this dataset, and have it popped up on screen. This is the table of occupations for employed people in Bloomington, Brooklyn Center, and so on. The table stretches to the right, if you wanted to see all, you could scroll to the right. Use the download data button in the upper right corner. If I wanted to display this data instead as a map instead of a table, I could click this button you see in the yellow circle—the “map” button. 



Workforce in your community

Where lawyers, legal professionals live

censusreporter.org/tables/C24010/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)And the table would then turn into a map. For your entertainment, this is where lawyers and legal professionals live.  It looks like the areas with the greatest concertation, about 9% of all the employed adults in Dellwood are lawyers. Same for Sunfish Lake.  Also there are about 900 lawyers living in Edina.You can do this sort of same similar display for about two dozen high-level fields of work.Closing this out, you probably want to take your data with you.  So you just click on download data button (in the yellow circle), the website will package the table you were viewing into an Excel spreadsheet, or a GIS file – you decide which one is more useful to you. 

https://censusreporter.org/tables/C24010/


About occupation categories

• Government statistics agencies use Standard 
Occupation Classifications (SOC) to categorize 
fields of work

• Hundreds of specific occupations
• Census tabulations roll up occupations into 

major categories
• 11 managerial and professional categories
• Sales worker category
• Office worker category
• 5 service worker categories
• 6 blue collar, production worker categories

Workforce in your community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)Another quick footnote, this time about occupation categories, government statistic agencies use what’s called the Standard Occupation Classifications (SOC) to categorize fields of work. You know that there are hundreds of specific of occupations, probably thousands of specific job titles around the world. Census tabulations are rolling those up into occupations, and specifically major categories occupations. The greatest amount of detail you’ll get form the Census Bureau is 11 categories of managerial and professional fields, there's also a sales worker category, an office worker category, 5 categories of service workers, and 6 categories of blue collar workers. 



What ACS tells us about the 
workforce
• Communities vary. Knowing the workforce will be 

useful in business recruitment 
• What is the availability of college graduates?
• What is the occupational make-up of workforce?

• Strength (or scarcity) of workforce specialty usually a 
result of historical industry presence, or housing 
market characteristics

• Unemployment or below average labor force 
participation may be indicators deserving attention

Workforce in your community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)One more thing to look at—ACS is going to be telling you about what’s going on with your community’s workforce. The communities vary, extremely in some cases. Knowing the workforce will be useful in business recruitment. If you use the ACS data, you’re able to describe what’s the availability of college graduates, and what’s the occupational makeup of the workforce. You can probability note the strength or scarcity of workforce, usually is a result of historical industry presence. For example, in central Washington County, there’s a large concertation of engineers and scientists—larger than you see elsewhere. That's largely the result of 3M’s presence in the east side of St. Paul over a number of decades. The other thing that you saw on a previous slide that influences the workforce nix is the housing market characteristic. If you have a housing market that is predominantly higher end, high rent, higher price, that is going to affect who lives there. I you have a housing market that is more of a complete mix of housing, you’ll have greater diversity of people who can live there. 



Employed workers by occupation
www.census.gov/censusexplorer/censusexplore

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)One more thing to look at is indicators of workforce mobilization. How much of your potential workforce is active in looking for work or active in employment, currently?In much of the metro, the participation rate is really high:  with 70 to 80 percent of adults are in the workforceBut there are also places where we see less.  And it’s worth drilling into this, and asking why.  There are a couple of reason why: one, is demographic.  Some communities have numerous retirees, and retirees of exited the workforce. The other explanation is workforce readiness and employability.  Some communities have that situation.You can look at these challenges on the one hand  – but they’re also opportunities. With the metro economy as strong as it is, we’re entering a period where employers and also colleges are interested in these areas that have larger shares of people who could be drawn into the workforce. The takeaway idea here is: Know where your community stands as far as labor force participation. And if it’s low, then drill down into that and find out what demographics are on the sidelines.

http://www.census.gov/censusexplorer/censusexplorer.html


Local Origin-Destination Employment 
Statistics (LODES) from Census
• What’s counted? 

• Jobs counted at worksite locations
• Workers counted at home locations
• Commute flows between home and work

• Geographically detailed to Block level
• 2004-2014, nationwide data: 

lehd.ces.census.gov/data/
• OnTheMap interactive data tool: 

onthemap.ces.census.gov

Workforce in your community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)The other resource that I was going to present as a “Knowing Your Workforce in the Community” resource is again, the LODES data. I’ve already discussed some of this, where you can find it. The thing that I wanted to highlight is a very neat and easy to get adjusted to interactive data tool called “On the Map.” This is a data tool that the Census had deployed for interactive mapping and visualizing whre the workforce is in your community. 

http://lehd.ces.census.gov/data/
https://onthemap.ces.census.gov/


onthemap.ces.census.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)OneTheMap.ces.census.gov allows you to pull up and visualize the workforce data from LODES that we were looking at before. It will display of map of the whole nation on the opening screen.  My first action, when I go to that web address, is to zoom in to my area of interest.  My next step is to click a point on the map, specify that I’m interested in the city-level numbers for that point that I indicated. On this demonstration screen, I’ve selected the county subdivision of Woodbury. The next thing I do is select the “confirm selection” button in the upper left. And a dialog button pops up for Woodbury, asking if I’m reading to perform an analysis. When I hit “Perform Analysis”, this final menu pops up, giving me five options for the type of analysis that I want to look at. In this case, the one that about to show you right now is the area profile of what workforce lives in Woodbury. 

https://onthemap.ces.census.gov/


OnTheMap home area profile: Woodbury
Workforce in your community

onthemap.ces.census.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)When I hit to “go” button, it will return to me this display. There were a lot of selections I needed to get to this point on the website.  It took six clicks on my mouse.But it was worth it because here’s what the system returns.I get a map display of where workers work and live—that’s in the center of the screen.  On the right hand side, there are several tables describing the demographics of those 33,000 employed people living in Woodbury. I get what industry they work in, their race group, and their level of education.  In the case of Woodbury, 78% have some postsecondary education, and about one third have a university degree.Here the website address again. Give it a look after this webinar while it’s still fresh in your mind. I think you’ll find that it tells a lot about what’s going on in your community. 

https://onthemap.ces.census.gov/


Which to use: LODES or ACS?

• LODES has many of the same details as 
American Community Survey: age group, race, 
high or low wage level

• When to use LODES instead of ACS
• When you need detailed custom geography: For 

example, neighborhoods or zones built up from 
Blocks.

• When comparing, side-by-side, workers and jobs: 
LODES provides both worker counts and job counts 
that match

Workforce in your community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)While I presented two data resources you can go to find out about your workforce, the question is again, which one to use?I’d say that the LODES has many of the same details as the ACS: it has age group, race, high or low wage level--I do tend to use LODES when I need more detailed accustomed geography. For example, neighborhoods or zones built up from blocks. I also use LODES when I’m comparing side by side a workforce analysis by place of residents, or an employment analysis by place of work, because the LODES provide workforce counts and job counts that match one another. Census ACS on the other hand, has actually a broader universe that it’s looking at. ACS is looking at anyone who says they have a job: they may self-employed, business owners—those business owners when self-employed wouldn’t show up in LODES, but they do show up in ACS. The other ACS advantage is a lot more questions being asked. For example, you can delve into the occupation and preparation of your workforce. 



Commuting and the jobs/workers balance

• Census’s American Community 
Survey (ACS)

• Local Origin-Destination Employment 
Statistics (LODES) from Census

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)The last topic that I wanted to cover is commuting and the jobs/workers balance in your community. And again, it’s the same couple of data resources I’m going to be pointing you too. 



Commuting data from ACS
• Census’s American Community Survey (ACS) 

has data on means of travel to work and 
commute time (minutes to work, one-way)

• Again, ACS available from several websites, 
including Met Council’s Community Profiles:  
www.metrocouncil.org/data

• Means of travel to work: 
censusreporter.org/tables/C08301/

• Travel time to work: 
censusreporter.org/tables/B08303/

Commuting and the jobs/workers balance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)First, ACS has data on how people are travelling to work and their commute time, that is the minutes on their way to work one-way. ACS is available from several public websites including Met Council’s Community Profiles. Particular data tables that you might want to start with as a starting point, there is a table that has means of travel to work—are they driving, are they taking transit—and there’s a table that has travel time to work, how many minutes does it take. 

http://www.metrocouncil.org/data
https://censusreporter.org/tables/C08301/
https://censusreporter.org/tables/B08303/


Commuting 
statistics: 
Plymouth

• In Plymouth, the median 
commute is 20-24 
minutes

www.metrocouncil.org/data

Commuting and the jobs/workers balance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)I mentioned that this is on the MetroCouncil.org’s website. This is the communizing statistic from our community profile on Plymouth. In Plymouth, the number of people who drive alone to work is the predominant share of the workforce. There is a smaller number of people who take transit from Plymouth, MN. The growing share that you see on the right hand side, working at home, telecommuting has been more popular in the past 20 years, so you see that purple end of the bar the telecommuting and work at home group has grown a little bit. On the bottom of the screen, is the travel time distribution. The Census asks how long does it take for you to get to work when you travel to your place of work. In the case of Plymouth, the median travel time is in the 20-24 minutes range. That’s about average for a communities in the developed and developing parts of the region. 

http://www.metrocouncil.org/data


Commute times of city residents, 2010-14
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Commuting and the jobs/workers balance

Source: Census, ACS, 2010-14

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)Comparing Plymouth with 20 other communities, I pulled up the commute times of city residents for 20 different places. I got this data from the MetroCouncil.org website using our data download tool. Download data will allow you to choose demographics of a community and these commute times are some of the columns you’ll find in that worksheet. From there, it was very easy to turn that data array into a table and a graph. This graph shows that there is a range for how long it takes for residents tog et to where they're working. At one end of the spectrums, St. Louis Park and Edina have shorter commutes. They are more proximate to employment destinations, so in St. Louis Park and Edina about half of the workforces gets to work in 20 minutes or less. At the other extreme, in Blaine and Andover, closer to half an hour is the median commute time. Only about one quarter has really short commutes. 



Source: Met Council 
analysis of Census 
Bureau, LODES, 2014

Commuting and the jobs/workers balance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)What leads to having these differences in commute times, as I said before, proximity to employment centers is a part of it, but also the relative balance of jobs and workers.In the center of the region, we have a number of communities where there are more jobs than there are workers. Those communities end up being employment destinations commuters are driving or bussing in to work at jobs during the day. At the other extreme, we have communities that are more jobs poor, they may be veteran communities. So in those areas that are colored blue on the map, there’s a different challenge going on. It may be a challenge of, can the community or government agencies do something to influence employment growth closer to where residents live.



Local Origin-Destination Employment 
Statistics (LODES) from Census
• What’s counted? 

• Jobs counted at worksite locations
• Workers counted at home locations
• Commute flows between home and work

• Top 10 origins and destinations in Met Council’s 
Community Profiles: www.metrocouncil.org/data/

• OnTheMap interactive data tool:  
onthemap.ces.census.gov

Commuting and the jobs/workers balance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)Just recapping what we’ve talked about, LODES is a data resource that has information on where jobs are located, where workers live, and also the commute flows between home and work. On the MetroCouncil.org website, you’ll find tables that have the tope ten origins and destinations in any community in the region. 

http://www.metrocouncil.org/data/
https://onthemap.ces.census.gov/


Commuting patterns for Blaine

Commuting and the jobs/workers balance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)This is the commuting patterns for Blaine, MN. And the other thing that is worth looking at that I showed earlier…



OnTheMap laborshed for workplaces in 
Blaine, 2014 

Commuting and the jobs/workers balance

onthemap.ces.census.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)…OnTheMap tool that the Census makes available, the OnTheMap tool can be used for commuting analysis. Going through the same steps that I demonstrated before, if you were to select the Distance Direction Analysis report, you would get this display of where workers live, who work at businesses located in Blaine, MN. And for the most part, the largest source for those Blaine jobs are workers living in Blaine itself, but there are also workers commuting in from the northwest or form the south.

https://onthemap.ces.census.gov/


OnTheMap laborshed for workplaces in 
Blaine, 2014, low wage jobs & workers 

Commuting and the jobs/workers balance

onthemap.ces.census.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)This is a data display of all the workers who are commuting into Blaine, MN, but you can also drill down into some of the demographics. For example, like the low-wage workforce and where they live. So by using that filter of earnings, I’m able to get a report for just the low-wage workforce. 

https://onthemap.ces.census.gov/


Local Origin-Destination Employment 
Statistics (LODES) from Census
• What questions does LODES answer

• Where local firms draw their workforce from
• Where residents are commuting to – that is, can 

residents find work close to home?
• Is there a balance of jobs and workers?

• Take aways
• Good accessibility to employment should result in 

shorter commutes
• Relative balance of jobs and workers matters
• If there’s an imbalance... implications for needed 

workforce housing – or needed business retention 
and attraction 

Commuting and the jobs/workers balance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)The questions that LODES answers where the local firms are drawing their workforce from, where are workers commuting to, and is there a balance of jobs and workers in the community. Again, the takeaways from this, accessibility to employment should result in shorter commutes, the relative balance of jobs and workers matter, and if there’s an imbalance, that may have planning implications. There may be a need for additional workforce housing in a place that has more jobs than workers. �Or, your local decision makers may want to turn their attention to business retention and attraction if you have the opposite situation.



Data sources reviewed
QCEW from 

Minnesota DEED

ClusterMapping.us

Business lists from 
D&B or InfoUSA
Local forecasts 

from Met Council
LODES from 

Census
American Community 
Survey from Census

Commuting and the 
jobs/workers balance

Workforce in your 
community

Local employment 
and local industries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)Moving to our wrap up, this is a summary of the data resources I presented today, a quick recap. I talked about local employment and local industries, and I highlighted these five sources of data information. We also talked about workforce living in your community. And we highlighted the Census LODES data and the Census ACS data as information on that. And final, those same two data resources also will tell you about commuting and the jobs/workers balance. 



Today’s webinar
• A broad scan of economic data at a 

meaningful scale
• What’s available at neighborhood or city level?
• Where to find the data?
• What questions does it answer?

• Learning objective: Using the data to 
inform planning in your community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(TODD)So in conclusion today, we’ve included a broad scan of economic data at a meaningful scale. This not all the economic data that’s out there.  But we assembled a subset for this webinar that are information at local scale – city and neighborhood.We’ve discussed what questions these answer, and your challenge in taking it from there, is can local comprehensive plans identify goals, actions, and policies targeted bringing the land and infrastructure needed for economic activates? So I’ve just named a Buch of topics that go beyond today’s webinar.  I expect we will have a subsequent program in 2017 on local economic development strategy. Look for the announcement coming up this winter. 



Resources
http://metrocouncil.org/Handbook.aspx

http://www.metrocouncil.org/Handbook/PlanIt.aspx

https://metrocouncil.org/Data-and-Maps.aspx

https://stats.metc.state.mn.us/profile/Default.aspx

Data and Maps

Community 
Profiles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(ANGELA)Thank you, Todd. That was a lot of information, thank you so much. I just want to mention a few resources. I’m afraid we won’t have time for Q&A today, but we will prepare a Q&A summary and post that on the website about next week, it usually takes us a week to put that stuff together.The Local Planning Handbook in particular is important for comprehensive planning. The PlanIt page has the most current information available on upcoming events. On this page, you can also directly access the Data and Maps section of the Metropolitan Council’s website, and the Community Profiles page as well. These are all good sources of information for the comprehensive plan.

http://metrocouncil.org/Handbook.aspx
http://www.metrocouncil.org/Handbook/PlanIt.aspx
http://lphonline.metc.state.mn.us/commportal
https://stats.metc.state.mn.us/profile/Default.aspx


Questions?
Todd Graham, Principal Forecaster
Todd.Graham@metc.state.mn.us

Requests for data and reports:
research@metc.state.mn.us

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(ANGELA)We have time to answer a few questions. (Please refer to the Q&A document on the PlanIt website) If we didn’t get to your question today, please feel free to contact Dan or Dennis. They would be happy to answer your questions directly.

mailto:Todd.Graham@metc.state.mn.us
mailto:research@metc.state.mn.us


Upcoming Events
PlanIt Comprehensive 
Planning Conference

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 
Earle Brown Heritage Center
6155 Earle Brown Drive
Brooklyn Center, MN
8:00 AM – 5:00 PM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(ANGELA) I just want to mention just a few logistics for our participants and pass on information on an upcoming event this winter. First, just a quick reminder that CM credit is available for this webinar. You can search the APA website for PlanIt events and find the title of the webinar today or just use the number 911 5197 for the event. Enter that number and log that into your AICP credits.We are hosting a conference on December 13, 2016 at the Earle Brown Heritage Center in Brooklyn Center. The Planning Conference will focus on value-added planning, and it will include breakout sessions on many different topics throughout the day. Registration is now open. Space is limited, and we do have a lot of registrants, so please register soon. We hope to see you on December 13th. We are also working on the 2017 program now, and hope to have that ready by the December conference to provide a preliminary program for everybody to review. For today’s webinar, if you’d like to view today’s presentation again, we will be posting the video on the PlanIt page of the Handbook. We will also provide a Q&A document as I mentioned, that we didn’t get to answer today. We’ll also prepare an annotated PDF of the PowerPoint slides for the website. These will all be posted within the next week or so.On a final note, there is a very short 5 question survey as you are exiting the webinar. We would greatly appreciated it if you would answer those few questions to help us out with how we’re doing. Lastly, if you have any other questions or comments about the webinar, please feel free to contact us. Both Todd and I are available for questions. You can find information for your sector rep as well on the Metropolitan Council’s website. Thank you so much for joining us today. 
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